IM-15
THE VERSATILE,
RELIABLE
LETTER OPENER
Save time and keep your mail safe

IM-15
The Neopost IM-15 letter opener eliminates the problem of
damaged documents. That’s because the IM-15 is
designed to keep the contents of your mail safe while it
opens every envelope automatically.
The IM-15 is a real time saver, tackling 300 envelopes per
minute. Small and compact, it’s easily moved around and
stored when not in use.
AUTOMATES TASK OF OPENING INCOMING MAIL
PROTECTS VALUABLE CONTENTS FROM DAMAGE
HANDLES MIXED MAIL WITHOUT PRE-SORTING

SAVE TIME. ENHANCE PRODUCTIVITY.

SPECIFICATIONS

The Neopost IM-15 letter opener can operate at
speeds of up to 300 letters per minute, so
opened mail is delivered faster. Easy to use and
ultra reliable, it can handle mixed mail without
pre-sorting, and opens a wide range of envelope
sizes. Its efficiency gives your staff more time
to concentrate on more productive work.

SPEED
Up to 300 letters per minute

ENVELOPE SIZE
The envelope is slit
without risk of damage
to the contents.

Minimum
Maximum

90 x 140mm
200 x 400mm

THICKNESS
Maximum

4mm

IMPROVED CASH FLOW. HAPPIER CUSTOMERS.

DIMENSIONS

There are lots of advantages to getting the right mail to the right desk
earlier. Incoming payments are processed faster, boosting your cash
flow. Customer queries are answered faster and orders are met sooner,
enhancing customer satisfaction and the image of your business.

Height
Depth
Width
Weight

230mm
280mm
800mm (inc. catch tray)
8.6kg

ELECTRICAL

INNOVATION AT WORK

Power requirements

Operates on 240V, 50/60Hz mains

While conventional letter openers can easily
damage contents, the Neopost IM-15 uses an
innovative method to neatly slit one side of the
envelope, leaving no sharp borders. This means
the contents are left undamaged and ensures
safe handling. And its unique anti-jamming device
easily copes with paperclips and staples.

KEEP YOUR OFFICE TIDY

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST?

With its innovative opening method, the IM-15 eliminates waste, leaving
no messy scraps of paper littered around the office. Its compact size
means you can use it where desk space is limited, and also makes it easy
to move and store.

Neopost is the European leader and a leading worldwide provider of
mailing and logistics solutions. Our innovative products and services
bring simplicity and efficiency to your complete mailing process to make
your business run more effectively.
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ADAPT ACCORDING TO LOCAL NEEDS
Being ISO 9001 and 14001 certified,
Neopost will serve you according to
the highest process, quality and
environmental standards.
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THE EASY TO USE LETTER OPENER
THAT PROTECTS YOUR MAIL

